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Abstract
Capture the Flag (CTF) is a computer security competition that is generally used to give participants experience in securing (virutal) machines and responding to cyber attacks. CTF contests have been getting
larger and are receiving many participants every year (e.g., DEFCON, NYU-CSAW). CTF competitions are
typically hosted in virtual environments, specically set up to fulll the goals and scenarios of the CTF.
This article investigates the underlying infrastructures and CTF environments, specically open-source CTF
environments. A systematic review is conducted to assess functionality and game conguration in CTF environments where the source code is available on the web (i.e., open-source software). In particular, from
out of 28 CTF platforms, we found 12 open-source CTF environments. As four platforms were not installable for several reasons, we nally examined 8 open-source CTF environments (PicoCTF, FacebookCTF,

HackTheArch, WrathCTF, Pedagogic-CTF, RootTheBox, CTFd and Mellivora ) regarding their features and
functions for hosting CTFs (e.g., scoring, statistics or supported challenge types) and providing game congurations (e.g., multiple ags, points, hint penalities). Surprisingly, while many platforms provide similar
base functionality, game congurations between the platforms varied strongly. For example, hint penalty,
time frames for solving challenges, limited number of attempts or dependencies between challenges are
game options that might be relevant for potential CTF organizers and for choosing a technology.

This

article contributes to the general understanding of CTF software congurations and technology design and
implementation. Potential CTF organizers and participants may use this as a reference for challenge congurations and technology utilization. Based on our analysis, we would like to further review also commercial
and other platforms in order to establish a golden standard for CTF environments and further contribute
to the better understanding of CTF design and development.
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1. Introduction

platforms (also often referred to as CTF environ-

Capture the Flag (CTF) is a challenge-based
competition for gaining and training cyber security related skills by actively applying them.

In

a CTF, a team (or a single player) solves problems related to cyber security, and if their answer
(also often referred to as ag or solution) to the
problem is correct, they get rewarded with points.
The aim is to score more points than other participants, which contributes to the competition. CTF

ments or CTF frameworks in literature) are typically used as game-like environments where participants may practice computer security abilities,
skills and knowledge. Various attack techniques or
skills can be tested such as (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). Longterm goals of CTF competitions e.g., in education
would be to allow participants to test computer security skills and abilities, enhance hands-on experience and challenge and test the participants (see
e.g., [4, 5]).

A more elaborate denition of CTFs

and other terms can be found in Section 2.1.
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In the past years, many CTF competitions have
been conducted and attracted many participants
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(e.g., DEFCON , MITRE CTF , NYU-CSAW [6],

we found 12 open-source CTF environments. Due

iCTF [4]). CTF competitions are typically hosted

to the limitations of reviewing proprietary software

in virtual environments, specically set up to fulll

in depth, we chose to select only open source soft-

the goals and scenarios of the CTF game.

While

ware due to the advantages to review the source

many CTF competitions are assessed regarding the

code. In this article, we use the term open-source

learning obstacles (e.g., [7, 8]), view of participants

here for software that has an open-source license

(e.g., [5]), evaluation theory ([9]) and design of cy-

(e.g., GPL, MIT, etc.) or has no attribution at all.

ber security exercises (e.g., [6, 10, 11, 12]).

We

Out of the 12 open-source platforms, 4 appeared

found only single instances where software environ-

to have signicant bugs or insucient documenta-

ments of CTFs are described such as [4, 13, 14].

tion and support and were therefore not taken into

In addition, we could not nd any research that

further account. Finally, 8 open-source CTF plat-

focuses on a systematic assessment of the cong-

forms were analyzed regarding their features and

uration and setup of virtual environments for live

functions for hosting exercises and providing a chal-

security competitions such as CTFs.

lenge conguration.

This paper aims to ll this gap and systemati-

Based on this review, we identify existing terms

3

and terminology in CTFs (cf. Section 2.1). Another

for CTF environments. This article adresses three

result is an overview of common software architec-

research questions (RQ):

tures and technologies in CTF platforms (cf. Sec-

RQ1

tion 4.2). The individual analysis of the platforms

cally assesses and reviews technical infrastructures

What are typical software environments for

(cf.

CTF competitions?

RQ2

Which design features and functionality does

the CTF game design and conguration options (cf.

CTF software have?

RQ3

Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). The ndings of this article contribute to the

Which challenge types are supported in CTF

software?

RQ4

Section 4.3) provides insight into features of

open-source CTF platforms (cf. Section 4.3.1) and

•

understanding of engineering CTF software
platforms,

How can CTF games be congured in CTF

software?

RQ1 focuses to evaluate the current landscape of
software environments for CTF competitions while

•

design of game congurations, and

•

utilization and variability between CTF plat-

RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4 center on functionality of CTF

forms.

environments, challenge types and game conguration in CTF software.

The results of this article can be used by dierent

To address these questions, an empirical [15] re-

audiences:

view is conducted on software environments for
ate empirically CTF technologies based on obser-

Current or prospective CTF organizers or
educators may use the results to assess, com-

vations, implementation of concrete examples, and

pare and evaluate CTF environments.

systematic testing of functionality.

may select or choose dierently when knowing

CTFs.

•

This article aims to analyze and evalu-

the selection criteria and variability between

The methodology of this review consists of 5
steps:

congurations.

(1) review of CTF environments and soft-

ware, (2) CTF platform selection, (3) installation of

•

open-source CTF platforms, (4) challenge develop-

CTF developers or designers may use this
systematic analysis of open-source CTF frame-

ment and implementation, (5) analysis and evalua-

works to improve current or future CTF frame-

4

tion of CTF platforms. Out of 28 CTF platforms ,

works.

1 https://defcon.org/
2 https://mitrestemctf.org/
3 This article focuses only on related
any hardware-related choices.

4 In

this paper, we use the term 

They

As the article reviews features, new

functions and congurations might be added
to CTF environments.
software and not on

CTF platforms 

•

syn-

Furthermore, it may help

CTF participants

onymously for CTF software, environments, frameworks or

understand the diversity of scoring mechanisms

similar.

and challenge options.
2

•

others
computer security researchers may use this survey as a basis and
Lastly,

3.

supports oensive and

defensive hacking between teams.

reference point for further analysis and re-

4.

search on CTF assessment, design and devel-

Mixtures (M)

are typically a combination of

jeopardy and attack-defense CTF.

opment.
5.
This article is structured as follows:

Attack-defense (A)

Section 2

King of the Hill (K) :

the main goal is cap-

turing a target system and keeping it under

reviews denitions, delivery models of the CTF en-

control for as long as possible.

vironments and background on CTFs.

Section 3

hill challenge is characterized by a vulnerable

describes the methodology of the survey and the

system that is to be captured. It is a form of

performed steps in detail.

Section 4 provides in-

penetration testing, which is dened in [16] as

formation on the results of this survey, including:

simulation of an attack on a system, network,

an overview of the examined CTF environments,

piece of equipment or other facility, with the

common activities supported by these platforms,

objective of proving how vulnerable that system

developed CTF challenges, and nally the individ-

or 'target' would be to a real attack."

A king of the

ual analysis of the platforms in terms of supported
features, challenge types and challenge congura-

CTF platforms

tion options. Furthermore, Section 5 discusses the
main ndings of the survey, impact on research and
practice and limitations of the survey.

typically used as game-like environments where par-

Section 6

ticipants may practice computer security abilities,

concludes the article.

skills and knowledge. They are mostly used to manage the logistics of keeping track of players and

2. Background

ags within the games.

CTF platforms

This section summarizes the basic denitions for

ags) of CTFs.

lated work related to the topic of the article.

Typically, CTF competitions are hosted in virtualized environments. Hence in addition to CTF

2.1. Overview

platforms that host the logistics, the administrators

Capture the ag (CTF) is a computer security

of CTFs still have to create and manage virtual ma-

competition with challenging exercises from dier-

chines (e.g., running attackable services depending

ent categories (e.g., network security, application

on the challenges).

security, mobile security, etc.). Typically, the goal
of this game is to nd a ag, i.e. the solution to the

into a logical object, which allows for higher degree
of utilization of the resource that the object pro-

ple steps or tasks within an exercise). A ag can be,
for example, a string in the format

vides (e.g.

flag{sometext}

separated from the physical hardware). Essentially,

CTF game designers. Table 1 displays a list of def-

virtualization is the ability to abstract a physical

Within literature, we

server into a virtual machine [25].

discovered several CTF games or challenge types.

CTFs have been conducted in virtual test beds,

The denitions can be found in Table 1 and are

virtual environments, clouds, cyber ranges or sim-

briey summarized in the following:

2.

virtual LANs provide greater network

performance and improved manageability by being

but also an image or another element dened by the
initions found in literature.

In computing, virtualization

refers to the abstraction of a physical component

given problem (which is often solved through multi-

Quiz (Q)

Hence, we use the term

in this article as software that is

often concerned with the organization (e.g., teams,

CTF environments and reviews background and re-

1.

(also often referred to as CTF

environments or CTF frameworks in literature) are

ilar environments (see Table 2). For example, the

consists typically of a question-

denition of cyber ranges (CR) have emerged, par-

answer pair from the computer security or re-

ticularly in the military context, and are virtual en-

lated domains.

vironments for practicing computer networking and

Jeopardy (J)

is a sequence of challenges

other related skills such as penetration testing, de-

or tasks which require computer networking

fending networks, hardening critical infrastructure

knowledge and skills by the participants, and

and responding to attacks [14]. Hence, many dier-

the goal is to solve these tasks in order to get

ent names exist for virtual environments that may

to the ag.

host CTFs.
3

Table 1: CTF terms and denitions

Capture the Flag (CTF)

Ref.

CTF, which stands for 'Capture the Flag', is a computer-based competition used to teach information security
skills through hands-on experience. Players earn points and gain control of the game map by completing tasks
with their team that identify potential threats, and secure computers and networks against virtual attacks. Because
learning attack techniques is often the best way to learn how to protect against them, CTFs teach both defense and
oense skills. Points are awarded to teams on the basis of speed and accuracy. At the end of the allotted time, the
team with the most points is declared the winner."

[17]

Quiz
Quizzes are the most basic type of Level, allowing for a simple question and answer format. They are not case
sensitive."

[17]

Jeopardy
Jeopardy CTFs are the most common kind of CTF. They revolve around a set of challenges which are provided
by competition organizers to competitors. Competitors form teams and then work on the challenges together. Each
challenge is designed so that when the competitor solves it, a small piece of text or "ag" is revealed. The ag is
then submitted to a website or scoring engine in exchange for points. The amount of points rewarded is typically
relative to the perceived diculty of the challenge."

[18]

Jeopardy-style CTF games have the organizers running a set of challenges that each individual/team has to solve
for points. In general, the more complicated the task the more points earned. Challenges are generally independent
from each other and ideally idempotent between connecting players, which leads to reliability and stability for large
contests. Scoring is nice and simple too: add up the points for solved challenges, and use timing of solutions to
break ties. Categories may include Web, Forensics, Crypto, Binary, and Lock Sport Challenges."

[19]

Attack-Defense
In an attack-defense CTF, teams attack each other in a special network cut o from the outside world."

[20]

"Here every team has own network(or only one host) with vulnerable services. Your team has time for patching
your services and developing exploits usually. So, then organizers connects participants of competition and the
wargame starts! You should protect own services for defense points and hack opponents for attack points.

[21]

King of the Hill
Bases are a specialized type of Level, representing a target system which must be compromised by teams in order
to capture points. This is used in a King of the Hill game type,
.

systems"

where teams compete over control of these target

multiple teams ght for control of a
large network. Each team is given machines to defend, and must attack other team's boxes."

[17]

King of the Hill (KOTH) is a type of cybersecurity competition in which

[22]

NetKotH (Network King of the Hill) is a type of Capture the ag (CTF) that is much easier to build and administer
than traditional CTFs.
The number of challenges is up to the NetKotH host. The ScoreBot (scoring engine)
can be a standalone computer or virtual machine running a web server and the scoring software. The scores can
be viewed by any computer on the NetKotH network using any web browser.
Once they are on the challenge machine,
they must plant their team tag where the ScoreBot can see it."

[23]

The aim of the participants of King of the Hill is to detect vulnerabilities of the systems, exploit them and, the
most important of all, keep control over the systems as long as it is possible. The trick is in regeneration of the
sets of vulnerabilities in the systems."

[24]

NetKotH consists of a network of one or more computers running virtual machines
containing the challenges.
to a challenge machine which may contain multiple vulnerabilities.

4

The contestants must gain access

2.2. Delivery Models

cyber security education. A conceptual analysis of

CTF environments support various delivery mod-

cyber security education is presented by Katsatonis

els that allow e.g., CTF access 24/7 or just once in

et. al [28], where the authors use live competitions

a month.

as a basis for evaluation. Abwajy [29] provides the

In particular, we found several delivery

models for CTFs:

results of a study on user preferences regarding cy-

as hosting service, live compe-

tition, online competition, online training, or as a

ber security awareness delivery methods.

local installation (see Table 2).

tested text-, game- and video-based delivery meth-

Having

Please note that there might be other CTF de-

ods in terms of user-preference, the author's study

livery models that are not included in this section,

suggests that combined delivery methods are more

however, we found that these were the most com-

ecient than individual security awareness deliv-

mon delivery models used in 2018 (see Section 5.4).

ery methods.

The rest of this article focuses only on the local

survey of CRs and testbeds, reviewing the newest

installation as delivery model.

CRs and related testbeds in 2013.

Davis and Magrath [14] conduct a
They aim to

describe the purpose and functionality of at that

2.3. Related Work

point newly published examples in order to provide

Research discovers and describes benecial eects

assistance to organizations which are deciding on

of learning cyber security key concepts through

implementing or using a CR. While they focus on

challenges and problems embedded in competition

a survey of testbeds in general, this article focuses

environments. For example in [26], state-of-the-art

on the analysis and game design in CTF software.

simulation systems for information security educa-

Similarly, Khoo [30] describes the design, develop-

tion, training and awareness are reviewed and the

ment and validation of a CTF cyber security ed-

authors state that the weakest link" in the imple-

ucation framework as an experiment to study the

mentation of security policies are people, and that

relationship between the learners' motivation and

therefore this link needs to be strengthened by pro-

achievement level.

viding better education, appealing practical train-

assessments on the motivational and achievement

ing, and raising general awareness on information

aspects of students using CTF platforms, but ana-

security concerns.

[6] fo-

lyzed CTF software in terms of functionality. Many

cus on cyber security challenges, their impact, pur-

more examples exist that focus on teaching cyber

pose and value.

The authors explain why educa-

security aspects. For example, Bock et al. [31] uti-

tion in information security is important and why a

lize king of the hill examples for teaching penetra-

competition-based learning approach is useful and

tion testing or Wi et al. [32] use a git-based CTF

eective.

for attack-defense competitions.

Similarly, Gavas et al.

The benets of the gaming aspect of

This article does not conduct

a CTF environment are described by Boopathi et.

Raman et al. [33] propose a framework for eval-

al [8]. The authors describe the gaming approach

uation and ranking of CTFs according to factors

of the components of InCTF (Indian Capture the

such as similarity of the tasks to the common crit-

Flag).

In contrast to emphasizing the benets of

ical vulnerabilities, solvability of tasks, periodic-

challenge based learning in cyber security (e.g.,

ity, training given prior to CTF, and geographical

[27]), Chung and Cohen [7] bring forward a critical

reach.

view of the CTF learning model: they emphasize

compare ve CTF contests: DEFCON, SECUIN-

issues related to participation, quality assurance,

SIDE, CSAW, Mozilla CTF and PHD CTF. In

and confusing challenges, all of which ultimately

this article, we evaluate open-source software from

aect the overall quality of a CTF competition.

a rather technical aspect (features and challenge

In this context they present insights and lessons

conguration possibilities) and do not focus on the

learned from organizing CSAW CTF, their online

semantic aspects of CTF competitions in general

CTF competition.

(e.g., contents and relations).

In summary, the publications

The authors exercised their framework to

In this article, we

describe CTF competitions as an eective tool for

use content samples (our examples see Section Ap-

computer security training and that the gaming ap-

pendix

proach will support increase the number of trainees

our assessment.

(i.e. students) in computer security, thereby secur-

petitions and compares CTFd briey to FBCTF,

ing the digital world.

OpenCTF, picoCTF, TinyCTF, Mellivora, and the

Furthermore, research provides various methods

B in the appendix) in order to conduct
Chung [34] describes CTF com-

iCTF framework (cmp.

(e.g., CTF competitions or similar) of delivery for

tion 4.1).
5

list of platforms in Sec-

This article provides a more extensive

Table 2: CTF delivery models

Delivery Model

Description

Examples

Hosting Service

Platform is used for an arranged type of

CTFd,

CTF competition, provided as a service

PlayAGame

On-the-spot participation in a CTF compe-

DEFCON

tition

MITRE

Live Competition

ShellWe-

CTF,
CTF,

Lincoln

MIT

Laboratory

CTF,

RootTheBox,

HackTheArch

Online Competition

Remote,

online

participation

in

a

CTF

competition

EasyCTF,
CTF,

Google

Hacking

Lab,

PicoCTF

Online Training
Local Installation

Remote,

online

participation

in

a

CTF

CTF365,

The

training

Do jo

Source code of the platform is publicly

CTFd,

available and can be installed locally - any

oCTF,

form of CTF event can be realized

Mellivora

Hacking

FBCTF,

Pic-

RootTheBox,

source and online CTF platforms in a report. The

engines such as Google, Google Scholar (http:
//scholar.google.com) and IEEE Xplore Digital Library (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org). The

review of this article was conducted a bit earlier but

keywords used during the searches were e.g., cy-

at a similar time and focused on the assessment of

ber security exercises" as well as cyber security

the usability of online CTF platforms. This article

training" and capture the ag platform". Unfortu-

focuses on the features and conguration options

nately, the term CTF generated too many generic

that CTF platforms oer for users.

results therefore we could use it only in combina-

evaluation using also content samples.
Noor et al.

[35] evaluate the usability of open-

tion with the aforementioned keywords.

To the best of our knowledge, no survey on CTF

We have

environments, their features and challenge congu-

tested the review with related terms and synonyms

ration options has been published. Therefore, this

in the same search engines which produced less or

article aims to ll this gap and to assess the design

similar search results. Note that this search focused

and development of CTF environments as well as

primarily on software that describes itself as a tool

challenge congurations.

for CTF competitions or similar events. The review
resulted in a list of 28 CTF platforms that are described in the appendix in Table A.11. Note that

3. Methodology

the research and evaluation of these open-source
platforms was performed in the between August

This survey was conducted by performing ve

and December 2017 and that since then there could

steps (see Figure 1). Each step shown in Figure 1

have been changes and further developments. The

is outlined in the following sections.

results of this study reect that time span.

3.1. Review of CTF Environments and Software
3.2. CTF Platform Selection

First, a review of existing CTF software (e.g.,
open-source, commercial, free) and general aspects

Based on the list of 28 platforms (see Table A.11

concerning the realization and implementation on

in the appendix), we identied 12 platforms as

cyber security training was conducted.

 open-source  software.

The goal

Open-source software is

was to gather information on existing CTF soft-

software with publicly accessible source code, i.e.

ware on the Internet as well as related literature.

anyone can inspect, modify, and enhance the code.

The search was carried out using online search

In this article, we use the term  open-source  as
6

Step

Review of CTF
environments and
software

CTF platform
selection

Installation of
open-source
CTF platforms

Challenge
development and
implementation

Analysis and
evaluation of
CTF platforms

Output

28 CTF software
platforms

12 open-source CTF
platforms

8 open-source CTF
platforms successfully
installed

7 challenge examples
developed and integrated
in 8 CTF platforms

Results of empirical review
(see Section Results)

Figure 1: Methodology

publicly accessible software that has an associated

mail. Four platforms, namely: iCTF, NightShade,

open-source licence (e.g., GPL) or has no attribu-

OCCP and OpenCTF, did not meet these criteria

tion.

and could therefore not be included in the analysis.

Typically the source code was publicly ac5

cessible via repositories e.g., in github .

On the

The next step was to develop challenges to fully

other hand, we discovered also proprietary" or
closed-source" software, i.e.

assess the platforms.

were the owner of

the source code maintains exclusive control over
it and the code is not publicly accessible.

3.4. Challenge Development and Implementation

We

In order to investigate the CTF platforms, 16

were not able to test any proprietary software
in this article.

challenge examples have been developed based on

From 12 open-source CTF plat-

research and experience in cyber security and CTFs.

forms (see Table A.11 in the appendix), four could

These challenges have been implemented to deter-

not be successfully installed as the project (source

mine which challenge types (quiz, jeopardy and

code) has not been maintained for a signicant

king of the hill) are supported by the platforms,

period of time (iCTF[36], OCCP[37]) or did not

and to examine the provided challenge congura-

have any or comprehensive enough documentation
(NightShade[38], OpenCTF[39]).

tion options.

Hence, these 4

closed-source software platforms were not included

B. In particu-

lar, we describe 2 king of the hill (K), 4 jeopardy (J)

in the analysis, resulting in a set of 12 open-source
CTF platforms:

The preparation and description of

examples are outlined in Appendix

and 1 quiz (Q) examples. We have created 9 more

PicoCTF, FacebookCTF, HackT-

quizzes but since the format of this type is rather

heArch, WrathCTF, Pedagogic-CTF, RootTheBox,

straightforward, we have chosen only one represen-

CTFd and Mellivora (see Figure 2).

tative example.

A brief overview of the examples

and their content is given in Table 3.

3.3. Installation of Open-Source CTF Platforms

The examples were developed for participants

After the platform selection, the CTF platforms

with beginner and intermediate level in cyber se-

were installed and assessed. Installing means suc-

curity education. The ndings regarding the sup-

cessfully instantiating (setting up and starting) a

ported challenge types and the dierent congura-

CTF platform on a local machine by following the

tion options are covered in Section 4.3.2.

steps and instructions provided by the manual or

It is important to note that the challenge ex-

programmers (code contributors). From the 12 se-

ample set are examples related to cyber security,

lected platforms, could be 8 have been installed

network and application security.

and tested. Only 8 platforms could successfully in-

are numerous other examples of challenges available

stalled because the technology had been held up-

for beginners, intermediate or expert levels (e.g.,

to-date and other installation steps and support

[40, 41, 42, 43, 44]).

were provided on a website or in a forum.

However, there

An-

other important aspect is that when needed, the

3.5. Analysis and Evaluation of CTF Platforms

contributors of the software oered support and

The nal step was the analysis and evaluation

help through the exchange platform (GitHub) and

of the 8 CTF platforms.

We conducted a thor-

ough analysis of the supported features and tech-

5 https://github.com

nology. In addition, we utilized and integrated the
7

Table 3: Challenge example set overview

Ex. Type

Description

Goal

1.1

K

WordPress content
injection

The goal is to edit the content of a vulnerable website and
insert the team identication in the content.

1.2

K

WordPress plug-in
exploitation

This foresees the exploitation of a vulnerable plug-in in
order to execute PHP code and gain access to the site's
content directory.

2

K

Replibit privilege
escalation

The target is a backup manager by Replibit that is vulnerable to code execution and privilege escalation. The participant is prompted to exploit this vulnerability to gain
root privileges and nd the ag on the target machine.

3

J

Cryptography with Caesar and
base64 encoding

The goal is to decode a string that was encrypted once
with base64 encoding and then with a 13-Rot or Caesar
cipher.

4

J

Cryptography with Vigenere and
binary encoding

With the original string and the encryption given, this task
challenges the participant to modify and decode the encrypted string to get to the ag which is the encryption
key.

5

J

Steganography with a PNG photo

A string is hidden in the hexadecimal data representation
of the picture and is to be found by the participant by
analyzing the picture with a text editor.

6

J

Steganography with a GIMPgenerated picture

This example focuses on decoding the hexadecimal color
codes of three colored stripes which results in three parts
of the ag string.

7

Q

Quiz

A simple question that requires the participant to name a
specic RFC (Request for Comments).

J: Jeopardy, K: King of the Hill, Q: Quiz

8

developed challenges (see Appendix B) in the CTF

Almost all platforms require or are recommended

platform to assess the compatibility as well as chal-

to be installed inside a software container, namely

lenge conguration options. In particular, the CTF

Vagrant

platforms were evaluated by

modularity and independence from the underlying

•

or Docker

7

(see Table 5).

This ensures

system, but also a smoother and easier installation

Technology and installation prerequisites (see

process. Most platforms use

Section 4.1)

Python

as implemen-

tation language, particularly in combination with

HTML

•

Architectural overview (see Section 4.2)

•

Supported features (see Section 4.3.1)

•

Supported challenge types (see Section 4.3.2)

•

6

and

Javascript.

4.2. Architectural Overview
For a better understanding of the following content, it is important to give an design and architec-

Supported CTF game and challenge congura-

ture of typical CTF environments. In our investi-

tion options (see Section 4.3.3)

gation, we found a similar architectural abstraction

The results of the evaluation are described in Sec-

layers of the CTF platforms as depicted in Figure 3.

tion 4 and the main ndings are outlined in the

In the following, we will describe layers. The rst

discussion in Section 5.

layer is hardware that the software runs on.

On

the next layer, there is typically an operating system.

4. Results

While some platforms have been developed

for specic OS, others can run on any OS (see Section 4.1).

This section describes the results of the survey
and is divided into several subsections.

On top of an OS, there are two addi-

tional providers required in almost all selected CTF

First, an

overview of the examined 8 open-source platforms,

platforms:

their technology and general characteristics is given

providers (cf.

software containers and virtualization

in Section 4.1. Second, an architectural overview of

used to isolate software and make it independent

Figure 3).

Software containers are

from the rest of the system, thus they contain the

the platforms and supported activities are outlined

software. Popular examples are for instance Docker

in Section 4.2. Third, results of the individual analysis of the 8 CTF platforms, including supported

and Vagrant.

features, challenge types and challenge congura-

tual instances of another operating system to run

tion options, are described in Section 4.3.

upon a host operating system. Well known examples of virtualization providers are VirtualBox

a software container (and a virtualization provider,

section

introduces

open-source

the

platforms:

FaceboookCTF[17],
Mellivora[47],

and

VMware . Either onto the OS or with the help of

forms
gated

8

9

4.1. Overview of Selected Open-Source CTF PlatThis

Virtualization providers enable vir-

and

if required), the CTF platform is installed.

investi-

CTFd[45,

34],

lenges. In some CTFs, CTF challenges may be located outside of the platforms. This case is however

PicoCTF[49],

WrathCTF[51].

Table

The

platform is used to manage and provide CTF chal-

HackTheArch[46],

Pedagogic-CTF[48],

RootTheBox[50]

8

not displayed in the gure.

4

Furthermore, dier-

ent delivery models (see Section 2.2) such as in the

describes for each platform the platform originator,

cloud may have dierent abstraction layers.

year of the most recent edit and the license which
their code has been published under. Screenshots

4.2.1. Supported Activities

of the 8 selected CTF platforms can be seen in

In order to investigate the supported features of

Figure 2.
Most platforms can be installed upon an arbi-

the platforms further, we need to introduce the

trary operating system (OS), but some of them are

most common activities rst. The main goal of this

recommended only for certain Linux distributions

section is describe typical activities conducted with

(see Table 5).

As stated by the developers, this

limitation arises mostly because the respective plat-

6 https://www.vagrantup.com/
7 https://www.docker.com/
8 https://www.virtualbox.org/
9 https://www.vmware.com/

forms have been developed on or for a specic OS,
but this does not exclude the possibility of running
successfully on other systems.
9

Table 4: List of selected open-source platforms

Acronym

Name

Originator

License

CTFd [45]

CTFd

Kevin Chung

Apache License 2.0

FBCTF [17]

Facebook CTF

Facebook Inc.

Creative Commons At-

HackTheArch [46]

HackTheArch

Military

tribution 4.0
Cyber

Professionals

MIT License

Association (MCPA)
Mellivora [47]

Mellivora

Nakiami

GNU

General

Public

License v3.0
Pedagogic CTF [48]

Pedagogic CTF

Hugo Delval

N/A

PicoCTF [49]

PicoCTF

Carnegie Mellon University

MIT License

RootTheBox [50]

RootTheBox

Joe D. (Alias: Moloch)

Apache License 2.0

Wrath CTF [51]

What? Really? Another

Nick Frost

MIT License

Tiny Homebrewed CTF
Framework?

Figure 2: Screenshots of 8 open-source CTF platforms
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the platforms.

Based on the timing of activities

for a CTF event, we have outlined the the activities into three main categories: pre-CTF activities,
in-CTF activities and post-CTF activities (see Figure 4).

Pre-CTF activities

Table 5: Results: System requirements and development languages

include actions that pre-

pare the event and setup the platform and chal-

CTF Software

OS

Installation Language

lenges.

CTFd

Any

Vagrant,

of participants,

PHP

Docker

FBCTF

Any

Vagrant,

Python

ing schema), and announcements.

During an ac-

in-CTF activities are carried out and

Ruby
on Rails

include: solving challenges, scoring (i.e. assigning

PHP

points for correct answers), announcements on real-

Linux

Docker

Mellivora

Ubuntu

EC2

16.04

instance

Any

Docker

Python

Any

Vagrant

Python

Linux,

Local

Python

Vagrant,

Python

time changes in the event (e.g., when a new challenge is added, when a participant solves a challenge, or when the CTF organization wants to communicate important messages), and system moni-

BSD,

toring ( i.e.

OSX
Any

CTF event

tive event,

HackTheArch

WrathCTF

team conguration,

setup (e.g., interface appearance, scheduling, scor-

Docker

Pedagogic-CTF
PicoCTF
RootTheBox

These activities include the registration

functioning of the challenges and us-

ability of the platform) and event monitoring (e.g.,

Docker

keeping scores of participants and generating a
scoreboard, calculating statistical data, monitoring
behavior of participants to ensure fairness).

CTF activities

Post-

are typically performed after the

event. These activities can include backing up relevant data, event analysis and forensics which means
investigating the behavior and outcomes during the
event retrospectively.

Lastly, communicating the

results via announcements is a typical post-event
activity.

CTF Platform

4.3. Individual Analysis of Selected CTF Platforms
This section describes the detailed results of the

CTF Challenges
Software Container

8 selected open-source CTF platforms by their

Virtualization Provider

•

supported features (cf. Section 4.3.1)

•

supported

CTF

challenge

types

(cf.

Sec-

tion 4.3.2)

Operating System

•

Hardware

supported CTF game and challenge conguration options (cf. Section 4.3.3)

4.3.1. Supported Features

Figure 3: Architectural abstraction layers. Please note that
we found that a virtualization provider is necessary when

In this article, we refer to features as units of

using Vagrant as the software container, therefore depicted

functionality or potential conguration options in

with a dashed outline.

software. These features allow for realization of activities described in Section 4.2.1. Tables 6 and 7
outline the results on the supported features per
platform. In the following, we will describe the results by each feature.
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Pre-CTF

During-CTF

CTF
platform
setup

Registration

Interface
appearance

Language
setting

Participant
(and team)
registration

Announcements

Legend:

Scheduling

Pre-CTF

Participants
solving
challenges

CTF game
execution

Participant
Information

Scoring

CTF
platform
setup

Pre- During- or Post-CTF category

Post-CTF

Scoring

CTF
Announceme
nts

System and
Event
monitoring

Back up

Scoring

News

Statistics

Back up

Registration

CTF activity

Event
analysis/
forensics

Announcements

Scoreboard

Statistics

Related features identified in the empirical review

Figure 4: Common activities and related features utilized in a CTF environment

Table 6: Results: Supported features per platform (1)

Features
Interface
appearance
Backup/
Restore

CTFd

FBCTF

HackTheArch

Add pages, add CSS

-

-

Mellivora
Add pages,
add menu items

Both

.zip
•
•
•

Both

Teams
Wrong

-

Multi-language

EN

EN

Announcements

Chat

•

News

•

Email

O (not possible at all)

•

Open

/ Open

•
•

Whitelist

.json

format

Challenges
Solves,

-

Keys,

format

•
•
•

Challenges

•
•
•

Attachments

Teams
Logos

Unlocks

•

Conguration

Language

EN

News

Email

Categories
Database

on the gameboard

Registration

O (not possible at all)

O (admin can register
teams manually)

/ Open

/ Open
/ Tokenized

Scoring

Statistics
Participant
information

Scheduling

Points

•
•
•

Numerical, graphical

-

•

Team name

•

•
•

Email
Password

•
•
•
•
•

Schedule

•
•

Points

Points

Points

Numerical, graphical

Numerical

Team name

•

Player username

Team name

Player names

•
•
•

Password

•
•
•

Email

Team name

•
•

per Challenge

Bonus
Bonus dec.

Player Emails
Password

Passphrase

Password
Country

Nr. of players
Logo
Schedule

Schedule

On click

Key:

•

Blacklist

... options that can be set (active) at the same time

/ ... exclusive or - only one of the options can be activated at once
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per Category

Table 7: Results: Supported features per platform (2)

Features
Interface
appearance
Backup/
Restore

Pedagogic-CTF

PicoCTF

RootTheBox

WrathCTF

-

-

Change theme

-

-

Export only

Both

-

.csv

.xml

format

format

Class Data

Game Data

Language

EN

EN

EN

EN

News

-

•
•

Notications

-

O (admin can register

Open

Registration

Open

News
Email

Open

teams manually)
/ Open
/ Tokenized

Scoring
Statistics
Participant
information

Scheduling

Points

-

Points

Bot reward

Numerical, graphical

-

Player username

•

Player username

•

Team name

Password

•
•
•

Password
Team motto

•
•

Password

Player username

•

•
•

Email
Password

•
•
•
•
•

Name
Email

Team name

Aliation
Status

Schedule

On click

Key:

•

Points

Numerical, graphical

•

-

•
•

Points

... options that can be set (active) at the same time

/ ... exclusive or - only one of the options can be activated at once
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-

Email

Interface appearance. Some platforms enable op-

on the platforms homepage or in a chat. News can

tions for changing the appearance of the inter-

be used to inform participants about other par-

face, i.e.

ticipants' activities, new events or other relevant

the platform itself while it is running -

this functionality is accordingly annotated as inter-

information from the CTF organizer.

face appearance and includes, for example, adding

8 platforms support some kind of communication.

(HTML) pages, dening dierent display options

Mellivora and PicoCTF support news in form of

of pages with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and

posts on the homepage and emails. HackTheArch

adding menu items.

is the only platform which supports instant, real-

Three of the examined plat-

forms support this feature. For example, CTFd and

Six out of

time messaging using a chat.

Mellivora support including HTML pages, CTFd allows to design pages and to apply individual CSS.

Registration of participants. Another central fea-

Mellivora also supports adding Menu items which

ture of CTF platforms is the registration of users for

can be setup to refer to a HTML page inside the

CTF events. There are several ways CTF platforms

platform. RootTheBox supports changing the en-

handle registrations:

tire appearance of the platform by allowing you to

•

choose from a list of themes (styles). When adapt-

Open: users (players) can register themselves
without restrictions. This option is supported

ing to or including a target user group which suers

by all 8 CTF platforms.

from a certain color blindness, this can be an im-

Additionally, four

of the platforms allow turning the registration

portant aspect.

feature o.

•

Backup/restore. A very important functionality

Token-based: allows the administrators to gen-

which enables prevention of data loss and restor-

erate tokens and provide them to the respec-

ing existing settings is the backup/recovery func-

tive teams for the registration process. FBCTF

tionality.

and RootTheBox support token-based regis-

In most CTF platforms, the backup is

trations.

realized by exporting (and later restoring) relevant
data. Four of the platforms support some form of

•

backup and/or recovery, and all of them use individual le formats:

CSV, JSON, XML

and

ZIP.

mails can be added, to either explicitly allow

In

or prohibit their registration on the platform.

CTFd and FacebookCTF (FBCTF), you can choose

Only Mellivora supports black- and whitelist-

which data to export/import (e.g., challenges, team

ing, both of which can be set up simultaneously

data, game conguration), while RootTheBox you

in an open registration.

all game data can be exported/imported. PicoCTF
only supports exporting data.

White-/blacklisting: collections to which user

This result shows

Scoring. There are certain scoring schemes, i.e. a

that there is currently no standard interface or for-

reward system for CTFs such as for correct submis-

mat for the export and import of CTF data.

sions to challenges. All examined platforms support
the assignment of points. FBCTF additionally sup-

Language settings. Language settings are a key fac-

ports bonus points with a decrement-rule. In par-

tor when it comes to usability and usage of the plat-

ticular, bonus points are assigned to the participant

form.

Out of the eight examined platforms, only

who captures the ag rst, the next one (i.e. the

FBCTF supports multiple languages, the rest sup-

second participant) who captures the same ag gets

port only English. The importance of this issue is

decreased bonus points (i.e., bonus points minus the

the fact that a user who is not familiar with the

decrement points). RootTheBox additionally sup-

English language may not comprehend the content

ports bot rewards for planting a bot (e.g., a Python

of the CTF platforms easily.

script) running on a target system.

This might be rele-

Then, these

vant to younger CTF participants whos maternal

points are rewarded periodically to teams as long

language is not English.

as their bot is running on the target machine.

CTF announcements and news. Communication is

Statistics. Statistics may help assessing the di-

important particularly during CTF events.

Some

culty level of challenges or the level and status

platforms allow predened forms of communication

of the CTF. Statistical gures such as the num-

between the CTF organizers and CTF participants,

ber of solved challenges or the ratio of solved chal-

often called news, and can be realized by mail, posts

lenges per categories are numerically or graphically
14

displayed in some platforms.

Five platforms (i.e.,

Table 8: Results: Supported types of CTF challenges per

CTFd, HackTheArch, Mellivora, PicoCTF, Root-

platform

TheBox) provide statistical data in numerical and

Q

J

K

CTFd







Participant information. Participant information

FBCTF







(ie. attributes such as user name, password, email,

HackTheArch







Mellivora







Pedagogic-CTF







graphical format (see Tables 6 and 7).

etc.) may be stored by CTF platforms when they
register. The results showed that all platforms store
some typical attributes such as email and/or user

PicoCTF







number of players (in a team), logo (avatar) of

RootTheBox







the team, passphrase (for becoming a member of a

WrathCTF







name and password.

Further attributes are e.g.,

team), country or aliation. The utilized data attributes depend on the target user group, usage and

Legend:

context of the platform. For example, PicoCTF, de-




signed for educational purposes, uses the concept of

... supported
... not supported

Q: Quiz, J: Jeopardy, K: King of the Hill

roles in classrooms, a user is either an instructor or
a student (other roles can be dened in the backend). Students may solve challenges belonging to a
class.

text, les or others to be implemented. These chal-

Scheduling. Another feature is the scheduling of

lenges are typical for CTF events and are supported

CTF events. The CTF platforms support the fol-

by all platforms.

lowing options:

•

Furthermore, our analysis showed that king of the

setting a schedule by specifying start/end date

hill CTF challenges are supported only by FBCTF

and time of the event (CTFd, FBCTF, Hack-

and RootTheBox. One reason for this might be that

TheArch, PicoCTF),

•

this type requires more preparation due to the concept: a remote, vulnerable machine is considered a

starting/ending an event manually per click

target, and the goal of participants is to capture this

(RootTheBox), or

•

machine. Therein lies the tricky part: how does a

setting up a schedule" individually for each

team prove that they have successfully brought the

challenge and category (Mellivora)

system under their control? This proof of capture
and interconnection between the CTF platform and

This analysis shows that the CTF platforms have

the targeted systems requires various components

common features and support main activities in in-

e.g., monitoring.

dividual instantiations. Please refer to Section 5.1

support such mechanisms. FBCTF provides a de-

for a summary of the main ndings.

fault scoring agent (which can be overwritten or

Both FBCTF and RootTheBox

replaced by a custom one) which reads out of a

4.3.2. Supported Challenge Types

specic le on the target system. The teams prove

After reviewing the general features of the CTF

that they have captured the system by writing their

platforms, we aim to take a closer look at the chal-

ocially known team name in this le, and the scor-

lenge conguration in CTF platforms (cmp.

Sec-

ing agent assigns points to the team whose name is

tion 4.2.1). Therefore, we evaluate the platforms in

written in the le at the time. RootTheBox utilizes

terms of challenge types (cf. Section 2.1).

a type of botnet system. The platform provides a

The results of the supported CTF challenge types

bot and a bot monitor for each individual partici-

is outlined in Table 8. It can be seen from the table

pant. This bot is added to the target system by the

that the quiz and jeopardy challenges in this review

participant, and monitored with the bot monitor.

could be integrated and tested in all platforms. One

The capturing team needs to run their bot script

reason for this might be that quizzes and jeopardy

on the target and as long as it is running, the team

challenges require only a few input elds such as

will receive reward points.
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Integration of Challenge Examples. In the next

These and other settings are identied as supported

step, we integrated and implemented the challenge

conguration options and are described below.

examples (cf. Appendix B) on each CTF platform.

In this article, we use two categories to distin-

In order to fully assess the platforms, we used the

guish the options: if an option occurs in more than

examples to test the functionality and the results

four CTF platforms (i.e. at least half of the exam-

are outlined in Table 9.

ined platforms), it is considered a common option.

In the following, we will

summarize the integration ndings.

If an option is supported by four or less platforms,
it is considered an additional option.

Example 1 is divided into two subtasks (see Appendix

Example 1.1

B.1).

In this example, the

Common Conguration Options

participants are challenged to modify contents of a

We dis-

post on a website. In order to implement this chal-

covered that the most common conguration option

lenge, one would need to develop a software pro-

in the selected open-source CTF platforms are:

gram to track the changes on the target's website.

•

During our review, only FBCTF supported the im-

Challenge description explains the goals and
tasks of the challenge.

plementation of this example, as their scoring agent
is able to read a specied le and check its con-

•

Challenge visibility is an on/o switch to se-

tents for a team name. In this example, the le to

lect the visibility of the challenge to the par-

be checked would simply be the content le of the

ticipants.

website's post.

•

For Pedagogic-CTF and PicoCTF, there was not

challenge. There might be multiple ags cor-

enough available documentation on challenge im-

rect (see Section 4.3.3).

plementation and deployment, so it was not possible to carry out the implementation.

Flag is the one correct answer or solution to a

However,

•

based on the functionality review and the pre-

Hints are helpful comments towards the solution or clarication of the challenge.

installed examples in the platforms, we may assume

•

that it is not very likely that Example 1.1 could be
Furthermore,

Example 1.2

number.

utilizes a ag and

therefore can be implemented as a jeopardy challenge

which

is

compatible

with

Points represent the reward for a correctly
solved challenge, typically represented by a

implemented on both platforms.

all

platforms.

FBCTF and RootTheBox are at the time of the in-

•

Title describes the heading of a challenge.

•

Upload supports submitting les of various formats.

vestigation the only platforms to support the king
of the hill challenges as described above (see Sec-

Table 10 displays the results of the evaluation

tion 4.3.2). It can be seen from the Examples 3-9 in

of the common and additional options (cf.

Table 9 that all platforms, except Pedagogic-CTF

Sec-

tion 4.3.3). It can be seen from the table that each

and PicoCTF, support quiz and jeopardy challenges

CTF platform has a slightly dierent conguration.

and some king of the hill challenges. Based on the

Figure 5 displays the frequency of options in CTF

available functionality and supported options for

platforms.

designing challenges, we can infer that the Examples 1.2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 could be implemented

Additional Conguration Options

in Pedagogic-CTF and PicoCTF as well. However,

Fur-

thermore, we found several additional congura-

there was not enough documentation available to

tion options that are not often implemented in CTF

implement it.

platforms:

•

4.3.3. CTF Game and Challenge Conguration

Case sensitivity allows the organizer to set
whether a ag is case sensitive.

The CTF game and challenge conguration pro-

•

vided by the CTF platforms is summarized in this

Dependencies between challenges represent a

For example, game information such as

relies-on relationship between challenges, i.e.

instructions for the user, ags (a character string

when a challenge depends on the solution of

or another format), as well as reward points for

another challenge - it becomes available when

successfully solving a challenge may be congured.

another challenge has been solved.

section.
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Table 9: Results: Implementation of challenge examples

Example

1.1

1.2

2

3

4

5

6

7

Challenge Type

K

K

K

J

J

J

J

Q

CTFd

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

FBCTF

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

HackTheArch

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Mellivora

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Pedagogic-CTF

G

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

PicoCTF

G

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

RootTheBox

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

WrathCTF

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Legend:

3 ... successfully implemented
7 ... not supported
F ... not implemented, but assumed
G ... not implemented, but assumed

possible
not possible

J: Jeopardy, K: King of the Hill, Q: Quiz

Table 10: Results: Supported options for conguring CTF challenges per platform

Common Options
Challenge description
Challenge visibility
Flag
Hints
Points
Title
Upload
Upload size limited
Additional Options
Case sensitivity
Dependencies between
challenges
Hint penalty
Limit number of attempts
Multiple ags
Multiple hints
Time frame for solving
Waiting time between
re-submissions

CTFd FBCTF HackTheArch Mellivora

Pedagogic- PicoCTF
CTF

RootTheBox WrathCTF

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

CTFd FBCTF HackTheArch Mellivora

Pedagogic- PicoCTF
CTF

RootTheBox WrathCTF

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

3

3

5

3

5

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

3

5

3

3

5

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5
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5.1. Main Findings
5.1.1. RQ1:

What are typical software environ-

ments for CTF competitions?
As a conclusion from the review of the installation process and language of development (see Section 4.2), we can observe that most of the platforms
can be installed upon any operating system. They
mostly require a software container such as Vagrant
or Docker which enables independent installation of
the platform's software, regardless of the underlying system. Mellivora was the only platform which
has a pre-built instance of Amazon Elastic Com-

pute Cloud (EC2). We noticed that the platforms
Figure 5:

which can be installed locally require more eort

Frequency of challenge conguration options in

CTF platforms.

in terms of conguration such as manual installa-

The common options are represented in

tion of dependencies and requirements.

red, and the additional options in gray.

The lan-

guage of development was mainly Phython. Specifically, 5 platforms were implemented in Python, 2

•

•

Hint penalty is the number of demanded points

in PHP (CTFd, Mellivora) and one with the frame-

in return for a provided hint.

work Ruby on Rails (HackTheArch).

Limited number of attempts means that the ad-

5.1.2. RQ2: Which design features and functionality does CTF software have?

ministrator can limit the number of times a

We found 9 features that CTF software supports

team can submit an answer for a challenge.

(see Section 4.3.1):

•

(1) interface appearance, (2)

Multiple ags enable the implementation of

backup functionality, (3) language, (4) CTF an-

multiple-choice quizzes with multiple correct

nouncements and news, (5) registration of partic-

answers for a challenge.

ipants, (6) scoring, (7) statistics, (8) participant information, and (9) scheduling. In the following, we

•

Multiple hints allow the organizer to provide

will review selected features:

Backup functionality is supported by four out

more than one tip for a challenge.

of eight platforms and the data is stored in four dif-

•

Time frame for solving denes a certain time

ferent formats - ZIP, JSON, CSV, and XML. This

span for which the challenge will be available

makes it impossible to migrate data between plat-

and accessible for participants.

forms, since dierent formats indicate incompatibility in which case the data would need to be parsed.

•

Waiting time between re-submissions species

Also, since the elds (i.e. attributes) of challenges

the minimal time which needs to pass before a

dier as well, it can be assumed that this would also

team can submit to the same challenge again.

cause some problems regarding migration.
Another important aspect is the support for

CTF announcements and news

It can be seen from Table 10 that the CTF platforms dier in particularly in the additional options.

between the

admins (or the organizers) and the participants,

Hence, it is important to CTF organizers

which is supported in six out of eight platforms

to know which platforms oer which game congu-

and it is realized with:

rations in order to pick the optimal tool.

and chats. Six out of eight platforms support this

email, notications/posts

feature. Again, there is no universal, standardized
way of communication. Users have to adapt to the

5. Discussion

platform's features when participating in a CTF.
Furthermore, seven out of the eight platforms

This section contains a discussion of the main

only support English. Only FBCTF platform sup-

multiple languages which makes it compre-

results of this survey, its impact on the research and

ports

current practices, and limitations of the survey.

hensible and usable world-wide.
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Planning a CTF event in terms of setting up

waiting time between two sequential submissions of

the start date and time of the CTF is enabled in

the same participant in Mellivora.

platforms which support

Scheduling a

only three out of the eight platforms support den-

CTF event for automated starting is supported by

ing dependencies between challenges. Dependency

four platforms: CTFd, FBCTF, HackTheArch and

essentially means that solving one challenge is the

PicoCTF. Manual starts are supported by FBCTF

prerequisite for accessing another. This is an impor-

and RootTheBox.

Mellivora supports scheduling

tant aspect because with dependencies one can cre-

on a challenge- and category level, but not schedul-

ate dierent levels of challenges according to their

ing for an entire CTF event. This means that by

complexity and diculty, therefore providing bet-

setting certain (start- and end-)date and time for

ter modularity and structure of the challenges as

a specic challenge, this challenge is available for

well.

scheduling.

Furthermore,

solving in this particular time frame. When setting
this kind of schedule for a category, the schedule

5.3. Impact on research and practice

will refer to every challenge in this category.

This survey includes information on the current
practices regarding open-source CTF platforms, i.e.

5.1.3. RQ3: Which challenge types are supported

environments for organizing CTF training and com-

in CTF software?

petitions, and provides a comparison of platforms'

Our analysis showed that quiz and jeopardy CTF
challenges are supported by all platforms.

functions and features, as well as CTF challenge

This

conguration options. Since up until now no such

may be a result due to the minimal requirements

survey has been conducted, this article can benet

needed to support these challenge types.

Quizzes

other researchers in this particular eld, consider-

are typically question-answer pairs. One can con-

ing cyber security exercises and CTF events used to

sider quizzes as simplied, minimalistic jeopardy

host these exercises. CTF competitions and train-

tasks, since they are independent and simple, but

ing are a very popular form of education and prac-

contain a lot less information and are easier to solve

tice in the context of cyber security.

(cmp. Section 2.1). In our empirical analysis, the

source frameworks that we have found can be uti-

king of the hill CTF challenges are supported by

lized by interested organizers who want to create

Facebook CTF and RootTheBox. Both provide a

and host CTF events themselves, they can use in-

monitoring component that should be able to track

formation provided in this article to chose an appro-

targeted systems and acknowledge if targeted sys-

priate tool for their needs. Furthermore, this article

tems were successfully taken over.

can be a good source for other interested individuals

The open-

who want to take up cyber security and would like

5.2. RQ4: How can CTF games be congured in

to know more about CTF exercises and events of-

CTF software?

fering them. Programmers or contributors of opensource software can also benet from the compar-

With the empirical review, we were able to iden-

ison we have provided in this article, in terms of

tify 16 game conguration options which we cate-

improving existing or developing new software, or

gorized 9 as common challenge congurations and 7

simply collecting ideas for future work.

as additional options (see Section 4.3.3). We found
that the most commonly available challenge cong-

5.4. Limitations of the Survey

uration options are description, ag, hints, points,
title of the challenge and a le upload as a sort of

CTF platforms that are closed source or commer-

attachment to a challenge. They could be identied

cial, that is, whose code is not publicly available,

in all eight selected CTF platforms.

were not examined further in this survey, but just

Additional options occurred in less than four ex-

documented as currently existing at the time the

amined platforms and some of them are specic

research was conducted. This article encompasses

to a particular platform such as explicitly setting

only the CTF platforms that we have found, there

case sensitivity in HackTheArch, or setting up a

might be more open-source frameworks that were

certain time frame for solving challenges (this also

not available online. Furthermore, out of the twelve

refers to the feature of setting a schedule for a cer-

discovered open-source platforms, our survey is lim-

tain challenge or category of challenges, described

ited to the eight platforms with sucient documen-

in the previous section) and setting an amount of

tation, that were maintained regularly and do not
19

contain signicant bugs or issues. The survey does

into functions and features of open-source CTF en-

not include a comparison between open-source and

vironments, this survey can benet any individual,

closed-source CTF platforms as we could asses the

private or corporate, interested in this topic. How-

source only with open-source platforms, nor does

ever, in the end it is up to the CTF organizers to

it examine any closed-source platforms in a partic-

decide how to setup and design a CTF environment

ular manner (closed-source platforms were out of

and the challenges.

scope, see Section 3). The functionalities and features that have been analyzed and tested are lim-
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Appendix A. List of Reviewed CTF Platforms

6. Conclusion
This article presents a survey and comparison of

Table A.11 shows a listing of all platforms that

open-source capture-the-ag frameworks. In partic-

were found during research. The platforms marked

ular, out of originally 28, we assessed 8 platforms
where the source was accessible.

the

gramme KIRAS of the Federal Ministry for Trans-

possibilities in the platforms are simple examples

stration (see, for example:

by

yellow are open-source, while the others are propri-

The platforms

etary or closed source. Additionally, We5ter [52]

that did not have enough documentation or sup-

lists a set of CTF platforms.

port could not be included in a detailed analysis
and, consequentially, in the comparison. The plat-

Appendix B. Challenge Example Set

forms we did get to explore further were namely
(1) PicoCTF, (2) FacebookCTF, (3) HackTheArch,
(4) WrathCTF, (5) Pedagogic-CTF, (6) RootThe-

This section gives a brief overview of the rep-

Box, (7) CTFd and (8) Mellivora. We found that

resentative instances of the developed challenge ex-

the platforms have dierent approaches regarding

ample set and their setup procedures. This includes

the extent of supported general features (cf.

Sec-

2 king of the hill examples, 4 jeopardy examples

tion 4.3.1) or CTF game congurations (cf.

Sec-

and 1 quiz example (cmp. Section 2.1). We have

tion 4.3.3). All of the platforms provide basic func-

created 9 more quiz examples, but since the for-

tions for setting up simple CTF events which in-

mat of this type is rather straightforward (question-

clude: registering new participants, providing a set

answer pairs containing text), we have chosen only

of CTF challenges, communicating instructions and

one representative example. The examples were de-

managing an underlying scoring system for assign-

veloped for participants with beginner and interme-

ing points. The dierences amongst the platforms

diate level in cyber security education.

lie in the extensions of these functions, i.e. concrete

It is important to note that the challenge ex-

realizations: what type of registration is supported,

ample set are examples related to cyber security,

which options do you have while setting up a chal-

network and application security.

lenge, how do the users of the platform commu-

are numerous other examples of challenges available

nicate and other concerns specic for CTFs. Pro-

for beginners, intermediate or expert levels (e.g.,

viding a systematic overview and specic insights

[40, 41, 42, 43, 44]).
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However, there

Acronym

Table A.11: CTF platforms, alphabetically ordered. The yellow marking identies open-source software.

Name

Originator

Delivery model

CTF365 [53]

CTF365

CTF365 sp. z o.o.

Online Training

2017

-

CTFd [18]

CTFd

Kevin Chung

Hosting Service

2017

-

CTFd [45]

Year License

CTFd

Kevin Chung

Local Installation

2017

Apache License 2.0

DEF CON CTF

DEF CON Communications,
Inc.

Live Competition

2017

-

EasyCTF [55]

EasyCTF

Michael Zhang

Online Competition

2017

-

FBCTF [17]

Facebook CTF

Facebook Inc.

Local Installation

2017

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

Google CTF [56]

Google CTF

Google Inc.

Online Competition

2017

-

Hacking-Lab [57]

Hacking-Lab

Security Competence GmbH

Online Competition

2017

-

HackTheArch [58]

HackTheArch

Military Cyber Professionals
Association (MCPA)

Live Competition

2017

-

HackTheArch [46]

HackTheArch

Military Cyber Professionals
Association (MCPA)

Local Installation

2017

MIT License

iCTF [36]

UC
Santa
International
The Flag

The Security Lab at UC
Santa Barbara

Local Installation

2015

GNU General Public License v2.0

Mellivora [47]

Mellivora

N/A

Local Installation

2017

GNU General Public License v3.0

MITLL CTF [59]

MIT Lincoln Laboratory CTF

MIT Lincoln Laboratory

Live Competition

2013

-

NightShade [38]

NightShade

N/A

Local Installation

2017

N/A

OCCP [37]

Open Cyber Challenge
Platform

The University of Rode Island DFCSC (Digital Forensics and Cyber Security Center)

Local Installation

2015

GNU General Public License v3.0

DEF
[54]

CON

CTF

OpenCTF [39]

Barbara
Capture

OpenCTF

Michael Zhang

Local Installation

2017

MIT License

Pedagogic CTF

Hugo Delval

Local Installation

2017

N/A

PicoCTF [60]

PicoCTF

Carnegie Mellon University

Online Competition

2017

-

PicoCTF [49]

PicoCTF

Carnegie Mellon University

Local Installation

2017

MIT License

Plaid CTF [61]

Plaid CTF

Plaid Parliament of Pwning

Online Competition

2017

-

polictf [62]

polictf

Tower of Hanoi

Live and Online Competition

2017

-

RootTheBox [63]

RootTheBox

Joe D. (Alias: Moloch)

Live Competition

2016

-

RootTheBox [50]

RootTheBox

Joe D. (Alias: Moloch)

Local Installation

2017

Apache License 2.0

RuCTFE [64]

RuCTFE

HackerDom Team

Online Competition

2017

-

SECCON [65]

SECurity CONtest

Japan Network Security Association

Live and Online Competition

2017

-

ShallWePlayAGame? ShallWePlayAGame?
[66]

Giovanni Vigna at UCSB
and Adam Doupé at ASU

Hosting Service

2017

-

The Hacking Dojo
[67]

The Hacking Dojo

Thomas Wilhelm

Online Training

2017

-

Wrath CTF [51]

"What? Really? Another Tiny Homebrewed
CTF Framework?"

Nick Frost

Local Installation

2017

MIT License

Pedagogic
[48]

CTF
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(to be used by the WordPress website) and installed the (vulnerable) WordPress version 4.7 on
the Ubuntu server. Additionally, we congured another Linux VM (a desktop version with a graphical
user interface) within the same internal network as
the target server. We used this second VM to set
up the WordPress website with Mozilla Firefox web
browser, and also test the exploitation process after implementing the challenge. After logging onto
the WordPress website with administrator credentials, we downloaded and activated the vulnerable
Insert PHP plugin via the plugin section of the

Figure B.6: Example 1: WP content injection and plug-in

settings. After setting up the target server and the

exploitation (Screenshot)

WordPress website as described above, we created
a

Appendix B.1. King of the Hill

flag.txt

le within the WordPress installation

folder, containing the base64-encoded ag string.

A king of the hill challenge is characterized by a

Example 2: Replibit Privilege Escalation. The cho-

vulnerable system that is to be captured (see Sec-

sen weak entity is the Replibit Backup Manager

tion 2.1).

(Version: 2017.08.03), which is vulnerable to code

Example 1: WordPress Content Injection and Plug-

execution and privilege escalation, as described in

in Exploitation. The chosen weakness for the tar-

CVE-2017-13707 [70] (more information on the vul-

get system is WordPress version 4.7, which is vul-

nerability and the exploitation process can be found

nerable (among other concerns) to User Informa-

at [71]). This vulnerable application allows a user

tion Disclosure via REST API, described in CVE-

to gain root privileges via the

2017-5487 [68], which enables content injection (see

lenge was prepared for intermediate participants,

more details on WordPress (WP) 4.7 vulnerabili-

because it contains less hints and requires more ef-

ties in [69]).

fort from the user's side.

This vulnerability enables viewing,

vi

editor. This chal-

Figure B.7 shows the

editing or deleting content from the aected Word-

interface of this target machine.

Press site without required user credentials.

the challenge explained in short is as follows. The

An-

The concept of

readme.txt

other interesting vulnerability arises from this in

default user's directory contains a

combination with a vulnerable plugin for PHP code

which provides initial instructions and a few hints

le

insertion: when this vulnerable plugin is exploited,

for the hacker.

scripts or arbitrary code can be injected into the

sions are to be gained rst, and then through these,

post content and executed. In this example, these

a new password for the

two weak spots" of WP version 4.7 were prepared

root directory (accessible by the root user), there is

The idea is that the root permis-

root user can be set.
runme.

In the

for exploitation on the target system, organized as

an executable le intentionally called

two subexamples of this challenge:

the user runs it, they are prompted to enter a secret

Example 1.1

code" which was implicitly given in the
focuses on overriding a specic post

le is generated, with a binary string which then
just needs to be converted to ASCII to reveal the

centers on exploiting a vulnerable

real ag.

plug-in to access the WP installation directory.

Preparation

A screenshot of the vulnerable WordPress website
is shown in Figure B.6.

Preparation

readme.txt
flag.txt

le. If the user enters the correct code, a

on a WP blog and

Example 1.2

When

To prepare the Replibit Privilege

Escalation challenge, a new plain Linux Ubuntu
x64 VM in VirtualBox was created. On this VM,

To prepare this challenge, we cre-

a vulnerable Replibit Backup Manager instance

ated a Ubuntu Server 16.04.3 LTS (command-line-

(Version:

only) VM using VirtualBox.

downloaded

We then congured

2017.08.03) was installed based on a

.iso

(virtual disk image) le. In the

the VM so that it is visible and accessible in the in-

home directory of the Replibit Backup Manager,

ternal network. Then, we set up a MySQL database

we placed a README le with initial instructions
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Figure B.8: Example 3: Output of the script performing the
Figure B.7: Example 2: Privilege escalation (Screenshot)

Caesar and base64 encoding of the original string (Screenshot)

and a (camouaged) 3-digit code. We wrote a small
program in Python which prompts the user to enter

may look like when set up for a CTF event. The

the aforementioned code and, if the correct code is

user should recognize that the character string be-

entered, generates a

tween the 8-bit binary codes are to be removed in

flag.txt

le with a binary-

encoded representation of the original ag string.

order to get a valid binary string.

The program was packaged as an

le to hide

binary code to ASCII results in a ciphertext that

the source code from the participant and the user

is of same length as the original string and is ci-

privileges are set so that only a user with root priv-

phered with a polyalphabetic substitution, in this

ileges can run (execute) the program.

case: the Vigenère cipher. If one does not come to

.exe

Decoding the

that conclusion by solely examining the string, the

Appendix B.2. Jeopardy

title of the challenge is a nal clue ("It's not Giovan
Battista Bellaso"). Bellaso was the one who orig-

Two jeopardy examples were developed: a crypThe goal

inally described the Vigenère cipher back in 1553,

of a cryptography challenge is to put the partici-

but his scheme was later misattributed to Blaise de

pant's encryption and decryption skills to the test

Vigenère. Since the rst clue (in the original string)

by prompting them to uncover the hidden ag by

was that the ag is the encryption key, using the

decoding a cyphered string, while steganography

Vigenère-encoded string and any of the numerous

challenges the user to nd a hidden message in a

online tools, the key of the encryption and thus the

picture le. Two challenges of each of these types

ag, can be discovered.

tography and steganography example.

were created.

Example 3:

Preparation

Cryptography - Caesar and Base64.

In this challenge, a base64-encoded string is given.

10

, we

encrypted the original string  theagistheencryp-

The result of decoding this string is another en-

tionkey  with the ag string  sunrise  as the key for

coded string that is encrypted with a simple rota-

the encryption. Then, we scripted a short Python

tional cipher. Decrypting this string uncovers the

program that converted the encrypted string to bi-

ag.

Preparation

We prepared this challenge as

follows. Using an online Vigenère cipher tool

nary and placed randomly three character strings
in between every 8-bit binary codes.
This example was prepared by

writing a short Python script to perform and out-

Example 5:

put (see Figure B.8) the encoding of the ag string

ample a simple

rstly with a Caeser cipher using a random shift

den string' has been injected by editing the pic-

number, and then with base64 encoding.

ture in a hex-editor, (Hex Editor Neo

Steganography - Photo. For this ex-

PNG

le was used, and the 'hid11

).

When

the null spaces in the hex dump are edited, it does

Example 4: Cryptography - Vigenere and Binary.
This example is more complex than Example 3, and

10 https://planetcalc.com/2468/
11 https://www.hhdsoftware.com/free-hex-editor

can therefore be considered as `second level'. Figure B.9 shows how the description of this challenge
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Figure B.11: Example 6: Flag string and its hex representation. The groups of three hex numbers emphasized with
red boxes were used to select colors dened by the respective
Figure B.9: Example 4: Cryptography intermediate (Screen-

hex codes (Screenshot)

shot)

three colored rectangles lled with colors represented by the hex codes.
exported to a

PNG

Finally, the result was

le.

Appendix B.3. Quiz
The goal of this type of task is to challenge the
user's knowledge, but also to provide a easy way to
get points in a CTF competition. In a CTF event,
challenges may additionally provide hints and/or
restrictions for accepted answers.
Figure B.10: Example 6: Steganography - Colors: A tricolor

PNG

created with GIMP (Screenshot)

Example 7: Quiz.

•

not change the appearance of the picture. So, the

Question:

Which RFC (number) was the

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) dened in?

idea is to simply append the hidden message to the
end of the picture's hex data. This is the simplest,

◦

most trivial way to hide the string in a picture le.

Answer:

959

Preparation

The hidden message contains further instructions
which ultimately reveal the actual ag. Because of

Quizzes

are

purely

theoretical

challenges prepared by composing questions with

its simplicity, this challenge can be categorized as

(correct) answers.

beginner level.

Preparation

Example Ap-

pendix B.3 is an example of a quiz-pair.
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